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SYMBOLISM OF THE TWO BOILERS

A Study of ~gveda X.1 14. 1-10 "
Dr. V. S. AGRAWALA '
Banaras Hindu University '
The r~i of ~'5Veda X. 114 is Sadhri Vairilpa or- Gharma Tapasa.
VairTIpa means the 'sonof VirUpa, 'multiform', same as Puru-rUpa, or
'the principle of differentiation'. The ooe rl?i Ahgiras, who , is no· other
than Agni (1. 3f.l), b~comes seven called VirUpasa~ J}~ayaQ , (X. 62.5)
for creation. The seven are unified as Sadbri; cf. the tongue of the
Gods, Agni, has seven tongues.
The One is diversified as Sadhri (lit. the Two-together), and the two
become extended as Seven. ' Of the Eleven Rudra principles essential
for manifestation, the first two are Aja Ekapad and Ahirbudhnya, and
the third Virupak~a, same as VairUpa, also called Nila-Iohita, the Blue
Red One, the wielder of the nila-Iohita Indra-dhanul.1. Rudra is Agni
(ef yo vai rudra~l so 'gnif), S B. 5. 2. 4. 13 ; ' SV. H. 1. 6., tvam
agne rudra[l}. He is Pral)a (prar.za vai rudraf:z, SE. 11: 6.3.7 ; ef Linga.
ye rudras te kha/upraIJa ye praIJas te tadatmakab, 1.21.24).
The r~i of the sTIkta is also called Gbarma, son of Tapas; the
latter is the same as Agni, variously cal1ed abhlddhatapaso (RV. X.
190. I), devau:jIJya, 'Divine Heat' (M aitra. U. 2.8, tayor antara devau:jlJyafn
prasuvat). The subject of the hymn deals with Gharma, the big jar in'
which milk was heated. ' Indeed, Purui;la keeping its heat at a certain
temperature is symbolised by the milk-pot (yadau:jlJyafn sa puru:ja~,
Maitra. U. 2. 8); it is also called Agni VaisvanaIl"a (atha yaf:z puru:jab so
'gnir vaisvanaraf:z, Maitra. U. 2.8).
The deity of the sUkta is VlSvedevaf:z. 'All-Gods', a term symbolising
manifest creation. The Sun also is Visvedevya ' (X. 170. 4), in whom the
differentiated gods have their being.
X. 114. 1
'£fill ~fi1~

f3i"la ;;~rqg;~~~ ~r~ft J',n

;jjilT+l' I

f~qm reJcrfiITurr <Wf.j[il.~: tf~ml1Ffw!i!3:. I1
"Two contiguous boilers pervade the threefold; ' Matarisva does
service to both of them. Craving the milk of heaven the gods
are present and well do they know the Arka and the Saman."
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Gharma. Two Boilers, (two heated cauldrons). two warm milk-pots:
The_symbolical reference is to Agni and Aditya which are the two
eternal heaters, Agni on earth and Aditya in heaven, er. SB. 11. 6. 2. 2,
lidityo oval gharmal:z ." 0" agnir vai gharmalJ). Basically there is only
one eternal.heat (ajasra-gharma, Ill. 26. 7 ; abhfddha-gharmd., I. 164.26);
In cosmic dichotomy the One becomes two heats, as here, symbolised
as SUD and Fire, or differentiated as Heat and Cold (ghramsa, hima, AV
. 13.1.46, both called Agni). There is also reference to three heats
(trayo ghramasa/:z, VII. 33. 7; also AV 8.9.13), corresponding to the.
Three Fires in the sacrifice and in consequent symbols, e,g. Manas,
PrlilJa, Vak.
0

Samanta. The two boiling pots are contiguous (=saitgatli) inter
dependent and co-existent; and perfect and unleaking. They are the
Universal and the Individual, the archetype and the type, also aptly
described as Deva-mithuna, a divine pair (GB. Il. 2.6).
Triv[tam. Yajiia is meant by this word, as in X. 124, 1, implying
the widest range of Trika symbolism, the triple categories of existence
and manifestation, including the Three Worlds and the Three States of
consciousness.
MlitariSv?i. Between Agni and SUrya is Vayu, the deity of
antarik~a, serving as a lirik and loved by both of them. Vayu as Prli1J.a
is intermediate between Agni (the bhutas ) and Aditya (manas).
DivaspayaJ:z. The milk of heaven. In Vedic symbolism heaven is
head and earth is feet, (sir~1J.a dyaulJ, padbhyam bhumib~ X. 90. 14) ;
similarly the former symbolises milk and the latter water (sfr~1J.ab k~fJ'a;n
duhrate glivo asya va~rim vasana udakam padllpulJ, I. 164. 7), Creation
is an act of motherhood implying the conversion of water into milk by
the power of Gharma or Agni. Infinite Nature is the Mother-Cow
whose milly is the Life-principle. Milk is the symbol of immortality,
the divine essence, and water of matter and death. The Gharma in the
ritual is the cauldron for boiling milk to the two Asvins. The latter
is the principle ofPraQa and Apana, which love the food of boiled milk
or ghrta emulsified in the milk. Cow, milk and butter are symbols of
Nature, Life and fecundating seed. The Gods present in the Sun and
Agni desire that both should be inexhaustible streams of the milk of
heaven. There is no yajiia without milk and butter.
Devllb. All-Gods present in the two milk-pots of Agni (agnj/:z sarvli
del'af:llb, AB. Paiicika 2. 3) and SUrya (visvadevya, X. 170.4).
Arka. Light of Agni (Pra;;a) by the presence of which the materiar
body is made fit to be worshipped (pra1J.0 va arkalJ,SB. 10.4.1.23,
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10.6.2.7; agnir vlt arkaJ;z,SB. 2.5.1.4, 10.6.2.5). Arka is a plant
(Calotropis Gigantea) wbich flourishes in the summer heat . . The Arka
ceremony and the Asvamedha sacrifice (arkasvamedhau) represent · the
'glory and strength of the gods as a conjoint principle, like Pra:q.a .and
Apana (TB. 3.9.21.3). The Arka is the symbol of the Individual and the
Asvamedha of the Universal. Sarya, the sym bol of the Immortal Divine
Principle is represented as Sama (cf lidityat s.limavedaM and the latter
as tejomav.qala (encircling light); (Cl. Saya1}.a, vedattaya-tejab-sahita;
sarvam teja~ samarupy~m ha sasvat, TB. 3.12.9.2. cr. also Sayal).a
samantau sailgalau gharmausvayam dipyamanau fivesvarau t'rivrtam
sat tva-rajas-tamo-gwJatmikam mayal'i1 vyapatu!:z .. , ... tarn paramatmanafn
vedamayam imwh suryam lti deva jananti). In Ill. 26. 7, Arka is said to
be. three-fold (tridhatu., i.e. Manas-Prar:za-Vak) and identified with an
ever-streaming Gharma pot. kavfs, amrta and ghrta.

Agni and Surya are concordant in their sarrlarts, that of Agni being
rathantara and of Sarya brhat. These are like' two bulls for divine
traction with a common yoke (anac!vahauvli etau devaylinau, TB. 120414),
or the two wings of the divine pair Dyava.PrthivI (SS. 10.3.2.4), or the
two boats for the common ferry of yajna (AB. 4.13); they are verily
Prli1J.apana, in-breath and out-breath, for a cO!p.mon vital functioning,
The ' two Saman chants are thus inseparable. This is the basic
relationship of Earth and Heaven, of the Individual and the Universal,
both forming a mobile pair, viz:. Agni here and Sarya beyond, as sons
of Aditi or Mother Nature (cari ,Pfu mithunau, X. 88. i 1). From them
are born all creatures. They are the two Gharmaswith common
emboxing. The Individual is the food of the Universal but in its turn
the former also acts as the caterer and 'it is eating the latter as food
(aham annam annam adantam admr; TB. 2.8.~.l),
X-1l4.2

(

fnm ~~
f<li~l<i11T~~' <fl~~ fu: ~RRr q~:q:
"
'"
illflt

f;r f~: ~ f~ q{~

liT

~~ i:{~q~

11

'The priests, with powers of deep audition, worship the three
Earths, in the order of manifestation ,- for they know them
so well. The sages discern their cause in the distant and
mysterious ordinances,!'
The key·word in this stanza is tisral) nirria~, the three Earths or
Mothers, whom the poets with deep knowledge of the first cause of
creation know a .b idden in the prim.eval source, the essential order of
manifestation (de~tra). The idea of three Earths and Three Heavens, or
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of Tll11ee Mothers and Three Fathers js an essential element of Vedic
cosmology (tisro bhnmT/:z.ILp.8 ; 1. 102.8; VII. 87.5; VIII. 41.9; tisro
mahlr upara tasthur atyZl,~, HI. 56.2 ; lisro malTs tfln pitrn bibhrad eka[l,
I. 164.1 0). The conception is based on that of the seven domains with
earth as the base and esta bIi s lied in a fixed order of depth (Prthivya~ sapta
dhamabhi(1, I. 2216; yajiiithamsapta d'h71mabhi~, IV. 7.5; sapta dhamani
pariyann amartyo, X. 122.3). These may be tabulated as follows
,
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These are the triple modalities in the fixed order of creation Cde$1J'a)
and indissolubly linked to each other. as sapta-dhlima- tisra!:t prthlvib,
L 34.S ; tisro dyavab, I. 35.6 ; tiSI'O mi1tr~ trIn pltrn, I. 164. 10). , The
original essence is one; it becomes Three, and these in turn explode
Seven, the apex of one merging into the base of the next one. This order

as
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corresponds to the three lokas called Rodasl, KrandasI and SamyatJ, or
in other words the modalities of Matter, Life and Mind.
This order is rooted in the basic chant of creation or the cosmic
rhythm, called Mahavrata or Mahasama, the word vrata denoting a
saman. The centre of each created object including the cosmos is rk or
or uktha, and its circumference is saman or vrata. The vratas are
mentioned in this stanza and the ukthas in mantras. The ukthas and
the vratas together make up the nidana, the original cause of existence,
which discerning sages know (vtjlinanti) by the power of their mind. RV.
X. 130.3 formulated eight ontological questions including the one about
nidZtna or the primeval cause of creation.
The word nirrti means 'earth' (cf. iyafn prthivI vai nirrti&,
7.2.1.11, TB. 1.6.1.1).
X. 114. 3

SE.

5.2,3. 3~

In stanza 2 above, there is a reference to Nidana, the primeval
source or cause of creation. In Vedic metaphysics the same is called
Aja (1. 164.6, X. 82.6), Avyaya, Purui?a or SvayambhU Brahma. From
the primeval Purui?a appeared the Cosmic Woman (the Great Mother,
called Aditi and Viraj) described below:
'CfgG't)qi';j ~qfcr:

<gW

~<;{crlcnr ~'fTr'f

ql.:"d

I

crm ~qurt ~q1Jfr ~ q~g<f'5f ~ ~M ~r"T\t~ 11
"The youthful woman, having four braided locks, wearing a well
embroidered garment, and with face brightened with butter,
puts on the divine ordinance. Within her, two Birds, with
manly vigour, have their abode, there where the deities receive
their apportioned shares."
This mantra is important, having sev,eral symbolical words. The
four braided locks (kaparda) stand for the four-fold scheme of cosmic
manifestation
(catu$(ayafn va idam sarvam), variously named as
Catu$pat Brahman, Caturhotr-yajna (the secret or symbolical designa
tion of the deities, devanam eva tad yajniyafn guhyafn nama yaccatur
hOUtra&, AB. Pane. 5.23), or the four-fold states of consciousness, or the
four Lokas (viz. Prthivl, Antarikl?a, Dyaul;1 and Apal;1-Waters of Para
me$thj as a fourth loka, KB. 18.2), and the most conspicuous of all the
four modalities of manifestation symbolised as Paramei?thi, SUrya, Candra
and PrthivL Kaparda is locks of hair (kda), the symbol of pravargya,
the thrown out part, rejected or surplus refuse from the body of the
Creator. Svayambhu is Plll'Ui?a, and Viraj is the Primeval Woman
(Infinite Nature) whose head supports the above quadruples, also called
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(C/. Katha U. 1.3. 10-11).
SupeslIl}. 'Having an embroidered robe', has reference to the beauty
of form, colour and decoration present in Nature. , The face of the
youthful woman is resplendent with butter (ghrta-pratikli), ghrta being
the symbol of fecundity and of vital power (reto vai ghrtam, SB. 9.2.3.44).
She is the Great Mother with the power of infinite generation.
Vayuna
has reference to innumerable centres of Prai:tic manifestation (from vaya~;
prllf}a vai vayal}, AB. Pai'icika: 1.28), or to the divine ordinance which
serve as the basic laws of creation. Accordin'g to Pt. Motilal Shastri,
each created object is vayuna, comprising a marp!ala chandas or circum
scribing principle called vayonlidha, and the pral)a {;ontained within it
called vayal}. Thus each vayuna consists of an . envelope or covering
and of prli7;lllgni contained in its system which is vayal} (SB. Corn.
I.166).Agni -becomes the vayas in each individual centre (tvam agne
pururupo vise vlse vayo dadhasi, V. 8.5). What- in the · Nasadiya SUkta
is called avara13avlida (X.129.1; see Sparks from the Vedic Fire, pp 63-(4)
i,s the same as vayuna-vlida,

An exposition of the Vayuna doctrine is given I in the Satapatha
where everythingliying (vayuna) is said to be ptoduced byPrajapati
by coming into union w'ith the p'ra7;las (the inner essence) and the
'chandlimsi (the metres or the outer covering) and both together consti
tute the vayonlidhas (VS. 14.7 ; SB. 8.2.2.8, sajut devair vayonlidhalr iti
prlifJa vat devli vaynadhlil} prliIJair hldam sarvam vayunam .naddham atho
chandamsi vai vayonadhlis chandobhir h1dam sarvam vayunam naddham).
The creation of forms (vayuna) is possible only when Nature evolves
herself on the l,evel of matter. Savita, called vayunlivit, manifests
himself ' in or releases the multiplicity of form s (viSvarfJpa1J.i prati
muncate tpavil}, V. S't.1-2). The m ateriaI" forms are the robe of the the
Lady of Heaven.
The two virile birds spl'inkling the germ of creation that abide in
the womb of Mother Nature are Aditya and Agni, with all the attendan.t
sym bolism explained in connection with gharma above. Like one, two
and three gbarmas, we have also one, two and three su!;'arI].as referred
to in mantras 3-5. Agnj is the single Bird; Agni and Aditya are the
two Birds; and Agni-Vayu-Aditya ~re the many Birds (cf. trayal,z
suparfJii ...adhi vi~{api srita/.z, AV. 18.4.4; for a fuller explanation of
the SuparlJ,a symbol, see Sparks, pp. 52-60).
The idea of saying that the deities receive their portion is that
the differentiation of deva-powers with their respective functions begin
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with the cr<:ation of Srrrya in th e womb of Mother Viraj. Yiraj is the
Yoni fecundated by SvayambhU Brahma. The next verse speaks of
the One Bird :

X.1l4.4

~: ~~: ~ ~~i1Tf9~ ~ ~ f~~ ~ fq ~~ I
~ qfiti;:r ;r'fffiq~iTR1~H('f 'iRfT 't~ ~ :z't~ m(J~q 11

"There is One Bird; he has entered the Ocean; he views this
universal world. With simple heart I have beheld him from
anear : the Mother licks him and he licks his mother."
The One Bird is the Life-principle and the Sea is

thePuru~a

(puru$o vai samudra(z; prlifJo vai patailga(z, JUB. 3.35.5 ; 2). The Uni
versa 1 Puru~a is entered by Surya and the Individual by Agni. In Vedic
symbolism PralJa is identical with both Agni and Surya (pralJa/:t
prajl1nl1m udayatyqa surya/:t, Maitrli. U. 5.8). The One SupaI1).a is the
same as the Hiral}yagarbha principle which becomes manifest in the Egg
or the Universal Ocean called Parame~thI or ~ta. Supar.Q.a or Patanga is
SiIrya. same as Vi~.Q.u who sleeps in the Ocean of Milk, where milk
symbolises the principle of Life or Pral}.a. rhere is at first the pure watery
ocean ofVaru.Q.J. (lipa(z, sa!ilam, samudra); the same becomes trans
formed into an ocean of milk by the emergence of the principle of
motherhood, symbolised as the Univenal Cow named Viraj and Aditi,
the Mother of all the gods. From her womb is produced the Calf,
SUrya, the symbol of the cosmos and of All-Gods. Srrrya is fed by the
ambrosial milk of Its Mother, viz., Infinite Un iversal Nature. Both ,
love and lick each other, by which action that physical sap is generated
which sustains the cosmic calf or the golden calf that is Life.
The Sun is the eye of the Creator to see the created worlds, the
eye being the symbol of manifestation on the plane of consciousness.
For the Omniform Calf (visvarupa-garbha) of the Mother Cow and
her ocean of milk with differentiated forms, see (AV. 9.1.2,4, 5.
Suparl}.a or Garutman is tte vehicle ofVi ~l}.u, which in symbolical
terms makes him identicai with the latter. It signifies that Suparl}.a is
the active Life-principle in the womb of the Waters or the Primordial
Ocean where Vi~l}.u reposes.
X. 114.5

~r:rut fun: q:.~ q:cITf~~~ W(f Gf[9T~~f.:;:r I

fm

~iffi ~ <\c:rm ~{g ~~T;cm'H<:f
[T~~ 11
"The wise poets sing of the One Bird as many in their hymns.
While in the Soma sacrifices they employ the (Seven) metres,
they also measure out the · twelve cba1ises (of juice in their
pressing), "
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This is an important reference to the idea of unity of the Creative
force or Cosmic Essence which is expressed by many names at'ld forms.
Prajapati, SanlVatsara, Siirya, Agni, Indra. Prat).a are all taken to be
symbolised by the Golden Bird which glides in hewen and darts to
earth with Soma or the immortal fluid of life. For example, Prajapati is
the Bird with its two wings of the immortal and mortal, tmmanifest and
manifest principles (amrta-martya, ariiruktct-nirukta, fm. 6-5.3.7). The Bird
of Time as the year flaps ,its two wings
UttarayalJa and Dakl?iQayana
.~B. 12.2.3.7). TheSul1 Bird has light and darkness as its two wings
whichm~tintain the rhythm of moment (kr~lfa-rajas and sukla"l'ajas,
1. 35.2, VI. 9;1, VIU. 4 1 .6, X.37.3, I. 115.5, VI. 7.9). Agni and Indra 
bave a predominantly bird-symbolism as Gayatri· who brings Soma
from heaven and as Hamsa (X. 124.9}. The two wings by which the
pulsating. principle of Life or Breath (Pr(J~a) functions are contraction
and expansion (samancana prasaral'}a, SB. 8.1.4.10, sarh canca pra ca
saraya, SB. 8.1.4.8), As said above, the One Bird, Two Birds and Three
Birds are all symbols of the cosmic creative principles which manifest
themselves at the different levels and in different forms, all characterised
by motion or pulsation..

as

Tbeimportance of the present sukta lies in the . fact that here we
have a fully developed picture of a typical Soma . sacrific~; e.g. the
Agni~toma, in which during the three pressings on the fifth day forty Cl!lpS
of Soma are drawn as mentioned in. verse 6. The Hotl." priest recites
the morning prayer (prlitaranuvctka) . in three parts called kra,tus. the
first forAgni, the second. for U ~as, and the th ird for the A§vins; i!
each part he has to repeat at least one hymn in each of the seven metres
(AB. Pancika 2.15, ete vava deva~ pratar~yava1JalJ· yad agnir u~a asvinau ta
ete saptabhil; saptabhis chandobhir agachhanti). .The reference to the use
of. the metres (Chandarhsi) as an essential part of the kratu ceremonial
can thus 15'e understood.
.
We aFe presented in these stanzas a detailed ritual of the Soma
called Agni:;.toma whic;.b is the standard model of the seven
Soma sacrifices. Verse 1 refers to the Gharma, also called Mahavlra
and Pravargya (AB~ Pancika 1. 18; see Haug's detailed note on it~
Vol. n. 41-43), verses 5, 6, 7 to the Soma cups ai1d metres, and verse 8
to th e fifteen ukthas wi th thousand-fold amplification. These descriptions
hold good in their symbolical meanings also.

sacrifi~e

The Agnil?toma is literally 'the piling up of Agl1i,' i.e., a spark of
Agni becoming a pillar of Fire. This is exactly the nature of Life
(prafJagni) that from a small fiery particle it bursts into full conflagra
tion. The ancient thinkers explain Agnil?toma to be the same as Agni

v. s.
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on earth and Srrrya in heaven, and both identified as the year, viz., the
principle of Time, which moves like an endless wheel that has no
beginning and no end (sa vii qo'gnir eva yad agnistomab ... ... yathll
rathacakram anantam evam yadagnistoma~; yo va esa tapatyeSo
'gni:ftoma~, AB. Pai'icika: 3.43; 44 ; see also Haug). Its purpose is to take
the sacrificer from earth to heaven, i.e., provide an inter-linking of the
material with the divine. The Mahavira or Gharma rite serves the same
purpose. "Mystically the rite seems i~ the Satapatha BrahmalJa to have
been interpreted in the sense that the pot was the sun, the milk the
divine flood of life and light which falls to the sacrificer; as the sun is
the head of the universe, so the pot is the head of the sacrificer; the
rite provides the sacrificer and the universe alike with a head" (Keith,
The Religion and Philosophy of the Veda and the Upanishad, p. 333).
Life (PriilJagnl) is Light, whence the name Jyoti~toma also for
Agni is 'lyotis' rising up to the heavens in the shape of
light (Haug, AB. Vol. 11. p. 240).

Agni~toma.

The perti nent question is as to how the piling up of Agni can be
effected. The answer is that the food of Agni is· Soma, and it is by
pressing and digesting Soma, the drink of immortality, the eternal life
principle that becomes manifest in the physicaJ body, that Agni can be
augmented and stock-piled in its centre. The grahas or Soma cups
symbolise the various powers that are collected within the body of the
sacrificer. The SB. explahing this says that the original sprig of Soma
called Amsu is Prajapati and Prajapati is Mind (SE. 4.1.1.2, 22; VS. 7.3).
The body is an aggregate of the various vital powers or sense organs and
psychic powers of the mind. These are mystically referred to as
madcipa-devas. i.e., deities who . sip light-atoms (Griffith) from the
reservoir of light surrounding us all. There was a clear realisation of
this fact in th.e ritual of drawing the cups. £fhe first cup called Upamsu
is thus addressed: "Self·made art thou from all the powers that are in
heaven and on the earth, May mind win Thee, · Thee whose source is
Surya and who is produced by the light-si;pping gods" (VS. 7.3 svankrto
'si viSvebhya indriyebhyo divyebhya~ parthivebhyo manas tvastu).
The specific reference to twelve cups of Soma in this mantra is
taken Horn the details of the ritual. These are enumerated in VS. 7. 1-28,
and are as follows. Their mystical explanations in the SE. are also
given alongside.

1.

Upainsu

PralJa

Out-breathing

2.

Anraryama

Udiina

In-breathing

3.

Aindravayava

Vak

. Speech (SB. 4.1.3.1)
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4.

M aitrlivaruTJa

Dak~a

Intelligence and
Will (SB. 4.1.4.1.)

Kratu and

5.

Asvina

Srotra

Heari~g (SB. 4.1.5.1)

6.

Sukra

Cak$u

SlIrya (Sun, KB. 4.2.1.1)

7,

Manthin

Cak$u

Candra (Moon, " ,,)
Self (Body) (SB. 4.2.2.0 

8. AgrayaIJa

"Atma

9.

Ukthya

Anirukta Atmll,
i.e., PrltfJa

Breath (SE. 4.2.3.1)

10.

Dhruva

PrliIJa. Ayu

Immortal Vital energy, Life's
Firmness, a cup drawn in the
morning -but unoffered till the
evening -lif~-span. (SB. 4.2.4.1)

(SB.

11.

Putabhrt

12.

Adhavanlya

I

4.2.4.24

called it Agni
Vaisvanara)

Two troughs
Visva PrajlJ, ) VS. 7.28)
from which cups
" are drawn for all
parts of the body,
which store the
washings and
putrid matter of
the body.

These cups are drawn in the morning libation prior to the twelve
r(u- grahas which symbolise the twelve months or the year as contri
buting to the extending of the life-span. (For Grahas, :see Madhusudana
Ojha, Yajna- Sarasvafi, pp. 152 -77; P. V. Kane, His-tory of Dharma
Sastra, Vol. Il, pp. 1164-'-66 ; Keith, Religion and Phtlos(Jphyof the
Veda and the Upanishad. pp. 328-29. ; TS. 1.4.1-28, Keith's Rng. trans
lation, pp. 52-60 giving other references: KS.IV. 1-11; Kap. 5. Ill. 1-9 ;
MS. I; 3.4-30.
(To be concluded)
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